FLORIDA
2016 State Report
Part of the Southeast Wetlands Initiative

C

overing most of the southeastern US and

encompassing many of the nation’s most recognized
wetlands, the Southeast Wetlands Initiative focuses
on the restoration, enhancement and protection of
wetlands used by millions of waterfowl as they winter
and return to the breeding grounds each year. The
initiative also supports science, policy and outreach
efforts important to waterfowl conservation.
The Southeast Wetlands Initiative is a crucial part of
Ducks Unlimited’s Rescue Our Wetlands Campaign,
a seven-year, $2-billion effort aimed at changing
the face of conservation in North America. Rescue
Our Wetlands is the largest wetlands and waterfowl
conservation campaign in history.

VOLUNTEER REPORT
Volunteer fundraisers are the heartbeat of Ducks Unlimited, and Florida
has some of the best. Florida boasts more than 14,000 members, including 52
energetic volunteer committees who hosted 82 events in 2015, raising more than
$1.4 million to support DU’s conservation mission.
On August 17th a
DU seed was planted in
a small town on north
Florida’s coast. The town
is Fernandina where
Dallas Hempstead decide
to get this chapter up
and going after being
dormant for seven years.
That night, during a
Happy Hour Recruitment
event, an astonishing 9
commitments were made
to hold a Ducks Unlimited dinner banquet. After a few months of gathering
up sponsors throughout the town and getting items donated, Florida Ducks
Unlimited was about to undertake one of the most successful first-time events in
a decade. Fernandina was able to lock down 28 bronze sponsors for this dinner
event. Hats off to Dallas Hempstead and his committee for being able to net/net
nearly $28,000. This group and their success demonstrate the heart of the DU
volunteer and the fun that DU events bring to local communities.

CONSERVATION UPDATE
Southern region conservation staff have initiated development of a Florida conservation plan. The Florida Conservation Strategy establishes
a framework for guiding Ducks Unlimited’s conservation work within the state. This document will provide the context and justification for
our conservation programs, including where we work; explicitly identify biologically based habitat goals; and will aid in prioritizing the types
of activities we undertake. This planning document will incorporate our most current
understanding of waterfowl and the habitats they utilize and aims to provide guidance
toward developing effective and efficient conservation programs in Florida. While
Ducks Unlimited will continue to assist our public land partners in providing waterfowl
habitat in the state and strategically look at private lands conservation opportunities
in conjunction with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service. Some initial thoughts within the plan include exploring wetland
restoration opportunities that provide other ecological goods and services such as
improving water quality or flood retention. These efforts would also benefit waterfowl and
other wildlife that utilize these wetlands as well as citizens of Florida.

Florida 2016 Report

MAJOR SPONSOR REPORT
Florida’s Campaign Committee achieved impressive results in 2015 by adding another 6 new Life Sponsors, 11 major sponsor upgrades and 2
new Feather Society members. Clearly the people of Florida understand that giving to DU is the soundest investment they can make for the future
of wetlands, waterfowl and waterfowl hunting.
While many of those sponsors are individuals, there are also companies
and foundations that support DU. For example, the Mosaic Company and the
Mosaic Company Foundation support DU’s public land restoration and working
lands conservation. Like the multifaceted life cycle of waterfowl, Mosaic’s
involvement with DU spans the continent and includes engagement at multiple
levels. Employees from Mosaic’s Florida offices attend local DU events. Mosaic
is a Diamond Legacy Sponsor, with cumulative giving over $2 million from The
Mosaic Company and its Foundation supporting conservation on both ends of
the flyway.
Why would one of the world’s leading producers and marketers of
concentrated phosphate and potash crop nutrients, and its Foundation, support
Richard Ghent, Mosaic’s Sr. Manager of Public Affairs (center) was
presented a framed copy of the DU mag article about Mosaic at the
wetlands conservation across the continent? Because Mosaic understands the
Tampa Bay 100 event by DU Director of Development Shawn Battison
need to improve nutrient management on the landscape and water quality
(l) and Tampa Bay 100 Chapter Chairman Mike Mezrah.
downstream. Mosaic comprehends the importance of best management practices
on agricultural lands as well as the vital filtering effects of intact wetlands surrounding working lands.
The Mosaic Company Foundation’s most recent grant supports the USA Rice-DU Rice Stewardship Partnership’s growing efforts to improve
rice agriculture efficiencies and sustainability. Mosaic’s support will build strength in ongoing advocacy, policy and on-the-ground conservation,
and allow us to elevate nutrient management practices and strategies.

FLORIDA QUICK FACTS
•
•
•
•

>$1 MILLION raised in 2015
29,456 acres conserved
627 Sponsors
232 Major Sponsors

For more information, contact:
Christen Pope
cap3866@gmail.com
904-568-0778
or visit
www.ducks.org/Florida

• 14,000 total members

The time to
Rescue Our
Wetlands
is right now!
Band together with us today.
To find out more ways you can help
Rescue Our Wetlands through our
regional initiatives, visit
www.ducks.org/rescue or contact
Ducks Unlimited at 601-956-1936

77 Gun Giveaway
$50 per Calendar

PARTNER SPOTLIGHT - FWC
The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission
(FWC) has been a tremendous partner for the ducks. In addition
to restoration and enhancement of more than 17,573 acres of
public lands in Florida, the FWC has contributed $370,000
towards the conservation of more than 371,000 acres in Manitoba
since 2002. Those contributions are combined with other states’
and matched by DU, DU Canada and the North American
Wetlands Conservation Act. Realizing that waterfowl are a
continental resource, the FWC is working with Ducks Unlimited
to ensure Florida’s waterfowl hunting future on the breeding
grounds and at home.

